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Welcome to the 
i40 Connect Forum
We are pleased to welcome you to our i4.0 Connect Forum in  
co-operation with IPC Association and i4.0 Today.  

Our 2 day forum will allow you to:

DISCOVER - using future insights from senior manufacturing 
executives, engineering experts and technology leaders.

LEARN - from first-hand experiences, challenges and solutions that 
our industry leaders are taking to achieve smart manufacturing.

JOIN - our exclusive network of executives and high-profile 
exhibitors as we connect you to the future of manufacturing.

Together we will have the opportunity to explore the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, commonly known as Industry 4.0. 

Revolution is by its nature disruptive, and Industry 4.0 is no different 
from its predecessors.

Let our Industry Leading Speakers share their experiences with you 
over the next 2 days and help you to become a Digital Champion.

We would like to take this opportunity 
to thank all our Speakers, Sponsors 
and Exhibitors for their participation 
in this event.

OUR NEXT EVENT
i4.0 Connect Forum, San Jose 2019
2nd - 3rd October 2019, Fremont Marriott 
Silicon Valley Hotel
REGISTER NOW i40connectforum.com
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Partners leading the Industry 4.0 movement
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The home of electronics news 
for the global manufacturing 

electronics industry

+44(0)1292 834 009   hello@smttoday.com  



Speakers

The home of electronics news 
for the global manufacturing 

electronics industry

+44(0)1292 834 009   hello@smttoday.com  

Michael Ford
Critical Enablers For Inclusive,  

Sustainable Industry 4.0

10:15 - 10:45am

Dr András Pfeiffer
Industrial digitalisation –  

authentic vs revolutional solutions

Peter Perecz 
Cost effective industry 4.0 solutions 

and our startup around it

9:45 - 10:15am

Attila David
Industry 4.0 at Flex

11:15 - 11:45am

Russell Byrne
The vision: Industry 4.0 , and what is expected 

of OEM Capital Equipment Manufacturers.

1:30 - 2:00pm

Jaroslav Neuhauser
Saki’s Total Smart Factory Inspection Solution

2:00 - 2:30pm

Marc Peo
CFX–Reflow Soldering 

3:00 - 3:30pm

Mert Okumus
Empowering manufacturing 
through collaborative robots

 Thursday 9:45 - 10:15am

Gábor Tóvaj
How much 3D AOI data is  

needed for a smart factory?

10:15 - 10:45am

Terry Morgan
Connected Material Logistics Solutions

 11:15 - 11:45am

Keith Bryant
i4.0 for Yield Improvement

1:30 - 2:00pm

Agenda subject to change

Independent 
Technology Consultant

Dave Bergman 
End of day summary and closing remarks

 3:00 - 3:30pm

István Balázs 
Smart Robot Solutions

 2:00 - 2:30pm

KEYNOTE
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08:30 - 9:30am Check-in, Exhibits & Networking

09:30 - 9:45am Welcome / Introduction

09:45 - 10:15am
KEYNOTE

Dr András Pfeiffer and Peter Perecz, Haris Digital Engineering Ltd.
Industrial digitalisation – authentic vs revolutional solutions
Cost effective industry 4.0 solutions and our startup around it
The presentation is about the importance of industrial digitalization for production companies, focusing on the burdens 
SMEs have to face with. There are many solutions available for each step of the digitalization process on the market, 
however, only a few support the first steps with minimal investments required.

10:15 - 10:45am Michael Ford, Aegis Software
Critical Enablers For Inclusive, Sustainable Industry 4.0
In this presentation, we explain the origin, structure and scope of CFX, including how value is created using CFX through 
the adoption of a modern digital MES solution, providing factory-level context to the data. Machines report events clearly 
using CFX, but often those events are created or influenced by external issues. Piecing data together from many sources, 
as it happens, creates a complete understanding of opportunities to help and make immediate decisions that improve 
the operation, reacting faster to customer demand changes, as well as providing data qualification for use in the cloud. 

10:45 - 11:15am Refreshment Break with Exhibits

11:15 - 11:45am Attila David, Flex
Industry 4.0 at Flex
Attila David is EMEA Director of Engineering Services at Flex. This $26Bn Silicon Valley based design, engineering and 
manufacturing company has over 200,000 employees and operations in 30 countries around the world. Mr. David, who 
is based in Hungary, is the company’s Practice Leader for Engineering Services where he represents this specialization 
within the Advanced Manufacturing Engineering group in Europe.

11:45 - 12:30am Networking with Exhibits

12:30 - 1:30pm Lunch

1:30 - 2:00pm Russell Byrne, Nordson Test and Inspection Products
The vision: Industry 4.0 , and what is expected of OEM Capital Equipment Manufacturers
His background encompasses professional military service with two nations, distribution and product management 
spanning 18 years in the European and Middle East regions, from Semiconductor Distribution and OEM Manufacturing to 
OEM Capital Equipment related to the SMT, EMS arena.
Russell holds a Master of Marketing Sciences degree and attained Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Arts.
His current role is ensuring Nordson consolidate and grow the breadth of their Test and Inspection solutions in the EMEA 
arena, through the strong Distribution Network Nordson hold in this region.

2:00 - 2:30pm Jaroslav Neuhauser, SAKI Europe GmbH
Saki’s Total Smart Factory Inspection Solution
Today’s customer’s environment has been more demanding; advanced manufacturing, high-mix low-volume production, 
short lead time and precision quality and etc. With realization of smart factory, SPI, AOI and AXI need to focus on maximize 
production efficiency by improving production-line quality.
SAKI believes inspection machine is a key to realize smart factory, therefore quality of the data that we transfer to other 
systems is very important. We would like to introduce our development concept, “Quality Driven Production”, which is the 
essence to provide reliable and accurate data for smart factory solution. 

2:30 - 3:00pm Refreshment Break with Exhibits

3:00 - 3:30pm Marc Peo, Heller Industries Inc.
CFX–Reflow Soldering
Discussion of the IPC CFX Standard as it relates to Reflow ovens.
Mr. Peo began his Mechanical Engineering career at Lehigh University in 1977 and joined Heller Industries in 1983 to lead 
the transition of the company from Through-Hole Technology to the growing area of Surface Mount Technology.
In his 30+ years at Heller Mr. Peo has been involved in the development and implementation of several successful 
SMT initiatives including Adhesive Transfer, Vertical Curing, Solar Panel Processes and the Convection Reflow Soldering 
Systems that are now the industry benchmark.
From a corporate perspective, Heller has opened manufacturing in Korea and China and maintains the corporate HQ  
in New Jersey as well as sales offices in Japan, Taiwan and the UK.
Mr. Peo has been involved in the IPC for over 20 years. His participation in various committees including SMEMA and the 
Apex Show Committee earned him election to the IPC Board of Directors and in 2014 Mr. Peo was elected as Chairman 
of the Board.
Currently, Mr. Peo serves as Co-Chair on the IPC CFX Committee and is a member of the Hermes Standard initiative as well.

3:30 - 4:00pm Summary of Day / Closing Remarks

4:00 - 5:30pm Welcome Reception sponsored by

Agenda
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Get connected with 
Industry 4.0

Part of the SMT Today Group

Visit 
i40today.com

Come see all our latest developments at APEX Booth 3339

A division of Illinois Tools WorksLearn more at www.itweae.com

Meeting the increasing demands  
of electronics manufacturers
Manufacturers are demanding improvements in throughput, yield and performance. 
Miniaturization and other technical challenges require continuous advancement in 

manufacturing equipment. 

ITW EAE is focused on developing technology that addresses these needs. We have a strong 
relationship with the world’s leading manufacturers and work directly with them to identify 
areas that need further innovation. We are actively pursuing the benefits to be realized by 
Industry 4.0 and the resulting improvements in yield, overall equipment effectiveness, and 

lights out factory capabilities envisioned by our collective customers. 
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8:30 - 9:30am Check-in, Exhibits & Networking

9:30 - 9:45am Welcome / Introduction

9:45 - 10:15am Mert Okumus, Universal Robots
Empowering manufacturing through collaborative robots
Robotic Automation with the World’s #1 Cobot - address your labor needs, increase your productivity and become 
more competitive. Universal Robots has sold more than 34,000 collaborative robots which are used in several 
thousand production environments every day around the world. Manufacturers around the world are turning to 
automation to help solve labor shortages, increase productivity and improve product quality. Collaborative robots 
provide a cost-effective, flexible, and safe automation solution for a wide range of production tasks.
We’re dedicated to bringing safe, flexible, and easy-to-use 6-axis industrial robotic arms to businesses of every 
size, all over the world. We develop industrial collaborative robots that automate and streamline repetitive industrial 
processes. This approach enables production departments to assign staff members to more enjoyable tasks – 
creating jobs that provide them with new challenges and add value to the company.

10:15 - 10:45am Gábor Tóvaj, Koh Young Technology
How much 3D AOI data is needed for a smart factory?
An experienced Sales Manager with demonstrated success in the SMT industry, especially within the  
inspection systems and solution market. With a background spanning engineering, information technology, and 
economics, Gábor is uniquely positioned to provide valuable insight on the ability to use automated inspection data 
to improve production quality and yields, all the while reducing manufacturing costs to improve profitability for Koh 
Young customers.
From the world’s first 3D inspection equipment to cutting edge medical solutions, Koh Young Technology contributes 
to innovation in products, markets and human beings.

10:45 - 11:15am Refreshment Break with Exhibits

11:15 - 11:45am Terry Morgan, Super Dry by Totech EU
Connected Material Logistics Solutions
Right component, right place, right time! This is the challenge for improving todays manufacturing efficiencies. Terry 
will discuss examples for component storage as part of the complete ASYS material logistics vision for the future. 
Terry has worked in technical and sales roles within the electronics manufacturing arena for more than 30 years.
Super Dry is a Moisture Sensitive Device (MSD) handling specialist. Our dry storage solutions deliver a low (<0.5%), 
controlled level of humidity. Moisture absorbent materials including electronic components, circuit boards, nano  
fibers, contact lenses, laboratory samples, 3D printing polymers and other vulnerable materials are kept dry and free 
from water ingress.

11:45 - 12:30am Networking with Exhibits

12:30 - 1:30pm Lunch

1:30 - 2:00pm Keith Bryant, Technology Consultant
i4.0 for Yield Improvement
i4.0 has been around for a while now and we are starting to see real quantifiable benefits from this great new 
interconnected world. I will talk about how this connectivity can be harnessed and channeled into improving yield by 
providing better control over process windows and removing areas of doubt from final inspection operations.

2:00 - 2:30pm István Balázs, OnRobot
Smart Robot Solutions
OnRobot is a company born global with headquarters in the robotic cluster capital Odense, Denmark. We provide 
innovative Plug & Produce End-of-Arm Tools that help manufacturers take full advantage of the benefits of collaborative 
robots: ease of use, cost-effectiveness and safe to use alongside human workers.
Our vision is to be the leading collaborative End-of-Arm Tooling company and offer our customers innovative 
collaborative solutions with true Plug & Produce functionality.
Simultaneously, our passion centers on ‘strengthening your collaboration’ and that’s why we’ve designed our products 
to be as user-friendly, safe and versatile as possible.

2:30 - 3:00pm Refreshment Break with Exhibits

3:00 - 3:30pm Dave Bergman, IPC
IPC-CFX is an electronics manufacturing industry developed standard forming the foundation/backbone of Industry 
4.0 Applications.  IPC-CFX simplifies and standardizes machine to machine communication while also facilitating 
machine to business/business to machine solutions.

IPC-CFX can simply be described as a standard providing a purpose, working components, benefits, with several 
applications and sustainability.
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Independent 
Technology 
Consultant



Koh Young America, Inc.
1950 Evergreen Blvd., Suite 200, Duluth, GA 30096

+1-470-374-9254  |   america@kohyoung.com

kohyoung.com

Current partners
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I N D U S T R I E S
The premier SMT oven innovation company

Mark 7 SMT Reflow Oven Series 
The World’s Best SMT Convection Reflow Oven 

for High-Throughput Applications 

The New MK7 platform revolutionizes the Reflow industry with several new and 
ground breaking designs! The MK7 incorporates all of the customer requests for 
lower Delta T, reduced nitrogen consumption and extended PM into a new low 

height package that makes it easy to see across the production floor.

hellerindustries.com
+1-973-377-6800  |  info@hellerindustries.com
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Exhibitors

Thank you to our sponsors

Heller Industries is the market leader in reflow technology, supplies solutions for electronics manufacturers 
and assemblers worldwide. Heller uses advanced manufacturing and production systems to supply both 
standard and special ovens cost-efficiently, with rapid delivery. These capabilities are supported by 
corporate and fiscal strength, the result of consistency in management policies and engineering expertise 
over the past 58 years. As pioneers in developing convection oven technology, we invite you to share 
your SMT reflow and curing application needs with us.

Koh Young Technology Inc., the industry’s leading 3D measurement-based inspection equipment 
and solutions provider, performs an essential role for quality control and process optimization across 
a growing set of industries including printed circuit board assembly, machining and assembly process 
manufacturing, semiconductor manufacturing, and medical equipment fields.  Using patented Shadow-
Free Moire’ (SFM) 3D-measurement technology, Koh Young products provide best-in-class Solder Paste 
Inspection (SPI) and Automated Optical Inspection (AOI), including pin inspection and machine component 
inspection for electronics manufacturers worldwide.

Quiptech is a leading distributor in Europe and Mexico of equipment and consumable products for 
the electronics and medical device manufacturing industries. By developing key strategic partnerships 
with best in class suppliers of assembly, test and inspection equipment, we are able to offer a range of 
intelligent solutions to meet the demands of world class manufacturing companies.

Our unique geographical foot print gives the opportunity to support our key customers in multi-regions 
across Europe & Mexico, sharing solutions and best practice amongst their many manufacturing sites.

Saki Corporation has acquired a worldwide position in the field of automated visual inspection equipment 
for printed circuit board assembly. The Company has achieved this important goal guided by the motto 
embodied in its corporate principle — “Challenging the creation of new value.” The robotics industry 
plays a key role in the development of the global economy. Saki Corporation endeavors to promote 
the development of this rapidly expanding and changing industry as it continues to achieve its goal to 
increase its contribution to societies around the world.

Yxlon International designs and produces radioscopic and CT inspection systems for a broad variety 
of industrial applications and fields. Whether in the aviation and aerospace, automotive, or electronics 
industry, our customers are among the largest manufacturers in the world – major enterprises that place 
their confidence in our outstanding quality. Our roots go back to the discovery of the X-rays by Wilhelm 
Conrad Röntgen in 1895 and the construction of the first X-ray tube by Carl Heinrich Florenz Müller in 
Hamburg in 1896.

Elas offer a full range of sales, service and spare parts service equipment for the electronics and other 
industries. From the very beginning, our philosophy is to provide our customers with the knowledge and 
support they need for high-tech equipment. We are proud to have more than 600 units in operation 
nationwide. The ELAS team is already providing support to our existing equipment for more than 24 
people and expects any professional challenges for new projects.

OnRobot is a company born global with headquarters in the robotic cluster capital Odense, Denmark. 
We provide innovative Plug & Produce End-of-Arm Tools that help manufacturers take full advantage of 
the benefits of collaborative robots: ease of use, cost-effectiveness and safe to use alongside human 
workers. Our vision is to be the leading collaborative End-of-Arm Tooling company and offer our customers 
innovative collaborative solutions with true Plug & Produce functionality.

Universal Robots believes that collaborative robotic technology can be used to benefit all aspects of 
task-based businesses – no matter what their size. Our robot arms are advanced tools that can be used 
by all levels of production staff to help increase productivity, reduce injury, and boost morale. With a 
Universal Robots robot arm, you can automate and streamline repetitive or potentially unsafe processes, 
so staff can be assigned to jobs that provide them with new challenges. We’re dedicated to making the 
world a better place, one robot at a time. We’re Universal Robots.

Haris Digital Engineering Our mission is to democratise the fourth industrial revolution – we make  
data-based efficiency improvement system affordable to small to mid-sized manufacturing companies. 
Our goal is to be the leader of data-driven efficiency improvement solution providers for micro, small 
and mid-sized manufacturing companies. Our solution is best for operations, engineers and consultants.

I N D U S T R I E S
The premier SMT oven innovation company

Mark 7 SMT Reflow Oven Series 
The World’s Best SMT Convection Reflow Oven 

for High-Throughput Applications 

The New MK7 platform revolutionizes the Reflow industry with several new and 
ground breaking designs! The MK7 incorporates all of the customer requests for 
lower Delta T, reduced nitrogen consumption and extended PM into a new low 

height package that makes it easy to see across the production floor.

hellerindustries.com
+1-973-377-6800  |  info@hellerindustries.com



Discover more events and news at ipc.org Keep up-to-date with Industry 4.0 at i40today.com


